
 

Abstract 

 

This diploma work is the result of the analytical comparison of mostly written and 

partly also sourced documents in the meaning of diachronic knowledge and at the same time 

synchronic even though not really terrain research of Latvian John (Jáni) and Czech St. John 

the Baptiste (Jan Křtitel) holiday. The way of the processing and the interpretation mostly 

participates on the ethnological study of verb folklore and changes of ethnocultural traditions 

of new-age Latvian and Czech nations. Respectively it deals with Central European cultural 

heritage of both nations, even despite the condition that the generally acknowledged definition 

of "a nation" is currently non-existent.  

It was the utmost interest in the folklore that influenced my choice of firstly the 

bachelor and also the progressive work. The transmission of sociocultural phenomena and 

manifests of culture of single persons, local society and interest groups are connected with 

folklore and have their place in the national cultural life. 

These aims were fulfilled primarily by nationally oriented emancipation of Czech 

lands, the process connected with social cultural romanticism as from the end of 18th century, 

so called "national revival". Secondly, they were fulfilled by the outcome of the industry 

revolution in 19th century in accordance with Josephinism enlightenment. The main platform 

and carrier of the traditional culture always was (and always will remain) the rural life or the 

life in the town outskirts. Everything was, up until the recent time, ruled by the seasons and 

agricultural obligations. Connected to it were the holidays of solar circle and their manifests. 

At the same time, these cultural manifests of the everyday life found the ground in calendar 

and ecclesiastical schema. We can consider the time after second World War the important 

terminus - new conditions arouse for regional urbanisation of the village, there was the 

industry development and the scholarship and education evolved as well. There was almost a 

jump effect development of global and mass communication means - press, radio, television 

and other audiovisual production. It is evident from the research regard, that the folklore is 

evolving into a new form, in a secondary folklore or folklorism, which we can also assess 

during the (St.) John (-the Baptist or Jáni) holiday celebrations. 

At the end of this years June the Latvian people and all Baltic nations celebrated the 

biggest holiday of their identities. The similarity and observation of traditional and current 

ethnocultural manifests of the Czech St. John the Baptist holiday and Latvian John holiday are 



very interesting and were not compared in the professional literature so far. The Midsummer 

night, called in Latvian language "Jáni" (Johns), looks like a traditional holiday with dances 

and songs, connected with larger beer and traditional cheese consumption, burning fires and 

wearing flowery or oak wreaths. It is a (mass) celebration of one of the peaks within the 

cosmos-biological year. In the Czech countries there are blended pagan, folk customs with 

christianity and presence of the John the Baptist himself (i.e. in the sense of blending the cult 

of Croatian hermit Ivan, who witnessed the revelation of John the Baptist in the 10th century 

during his only place of pilgrimage to locus Saint John Under the Rock near Beroun, (Svatý 

Jan pod Skalou) The Czech Republic. In Latvia on the other hand it is a solely popular 

holiday.  

Even so, you will find many similar or even same manifests in folk or popular songs, 

significantly more pronounced on the Latvian side, where we talk about hundreds of songs 

with the topics of Midsummer night and solstice. There is also similarity in custom naming, in 

the repertoire of spells and adages. For example among the mutual features of this holiday we 

count the collection of (magical) plants (flowers), to be more specific - collection of (golden) 

bracken (bracken blossom) followed by preparation of wreaths or burning fires. The most 

significant difference is possibly the every year frequency, current conception and 

understanding of this holiday in allocated European territories. In Latvia this habit is still alive 

and active. The people travel out to rural parts of the country to celebrate the John holiday. It 

is being celebrated also in towns. It is actually one of the most important elements of modern 

Latvian culture of today. 

In the Czech Republic this solstice holiday is practically forgotten. Only certain 

groups and communities celebrate it still. They try to go back to ancient slavic roots. They 

only celebrate its original form, as the summer solstice without customary verb icons or 

identities. And while the topic of the solstice and St. John holiday celebrations reflect only in 

the literature nowadays (especially in the literature of 19th century), the Latvians accept the 

John holiday (Jáni) topic more as the common thing everybody knows about. The John 

holiday theme is very alive in the actual poetry, dramatic pieces, fiction and actual pop-

culture. We also may perceive these Latvian (and actually Baltic) "Jáni" celebrations as the 

manifests of socio-culture, a kind of folklorism without the participation of national identity 

boost.  

The diploma work is divided in few parts. They are specifically oriented on 

manifests and identities of John holiday in Latvia, also of St. John the Baptist holiday in the 

Czech Republic, respectively in Central European socio-cultural area. Every "bloc" introduces 



and compares ethnocultural traditional phenomena and manifests of John, respectively St. 

John the Baptist holiday. The primary sources, which are the basics of my diploma work, are 

the Latvian „daina“. It is a large collection from Latvian folklorist Krišjanis Barons (1835 - 

1923), who collected folklore texts and edited the national songs publishing. In years 1894 to 

1915 he built and edited the edition called "Latvian dainas". The collection contains six 

chapters in eight books. To systemise the collected texts, he implemented his own system and 

way of unifying the texts.  

For the Czech country environment I analytically think about the processing of 

contemporary compendiums and professional literature of historians, especially the work of 

Čeněk Zíbrt (1864–1932). We cannot omit the exemplary processing of the solstice and St. 

John celebrations by Božena Němcová (1820–1862) in her novel from rural called Babička 

(Grandma, first edition in 1855), if we look at the literature of fiction writers in 19th century. 

The terrain records of unique St. John the Baptist holiday celebration: making of „St. John's 

bed“ is to be found thanks to the terrain research of our fore ethnologists Alena Plessingerová 

(*1928) and Josef Vařeka (1927–2008) in the period of eighties in the 20th century. The 

picture documentation from the Ethnological Institute of the Academy of Science in the 

Czech Republic directly visually refers to this manifest of only a local culture or even the 

single persons, mostly in the area beneath the Eagle Mountains. It also shows the current 

deposit of Latvian collection dainas in the Latvian National Library in Riga. Before the 

picture enclosure is the next part of this work devoted to folk healing processes of both 

nations. This work compares the parameters of Central European and Baltic sets of traditional 

processes connected with folk adages and folk botanics (eco-botanics of local character).



 


